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It is an excellent attempt in an 'all a young (or older) woman ... This book is now quite old (copyright 1991)
however the information it contains is still perfectly valid.she gave it 5 star rating too Seems dated, but
still useful There are some things in the book that are dated, like the IUD numbers and information. Along
with the usual 'straight from the High School Biology book' stuff relating to menstrual cycles, it goes into
considerable (but not as well deep) depth about sexually transmissible diseases, how abortions are
performed, self examination, other surgical procedure such as for example hysterectomy, vaginal
reconstruction, tubal ligation and even vasectomy. This could be a good book for a mother to give to a child
in her mid-teenagers. The daughter would keep it on her book shelf and browse it as so when she feels the
necessity. The many photos of women's genitals are most likely reassuring to a young female that what her
genitals appear to be is normal, but it addittionally means this is not a book to leave on the coffee table, or
have in a high school library..The mark audience for this book is very specific, but if you are in that
audience, that is a very good book. What a wonderful book! It offers beautiful anatomical illustrations
What a wonderful book! It provides gorgeous anatomical illustrations. Illustrations of females depict them
as happy and -- get this! Further, it's a reminder that the 1970s nurtured a flourishing of activists who
believed in personal/adult education, and produced widely available and useful publications.. I wish it was still
in print. A wonderful reference guide This book illustrates in detail all aspects of a woman's reproductive

system. I learned that the clitoris extends deep into the body, and how all its parts (not only the outside,
visible part) donate to a woman's sexual function. Whenever I have a question I head to my bookshelf and
start reading "A FRESH View. my gf who's a nurse loved it. As a doctor I wanted to examine this reserve
and found it to be perfectly written and illustrated.My just criticism of the reserve would be that the
majority of the black and white drawings would have been better to understand if they had been color.my
gf who's a nurse adored it. The section on self-care is fantastic. This is a fantastic reserve for adolescents
and adults alike; It is a very good attempt at an 'all a (or older) woman needs to know about the
'mechanics of her reproductive program' book. I"ll enable you to number out why. It was a powerful
publication in 1981 and it's equally as good today.The images shown in the book are of real women; a good
thing to see showing the diversity of regular anatomy.. Their book was originally published by Simon & We've
not don't an excessive amount of reading in this text message but what I've read is very informational and
is normally well written, easy to understand. Talk to women when you wish to know about female
enjoyment, birth and contraception, As a feminist sex educator this reserve may be the closest I'll ever
reach having a Sex Bible about how a woman's body features. Invaluable for clinicians and laypersons alike.
The reserve was GONE in a flash! Class text I actually was required to get this book for a class I am
taking. Schuster but at the end of the first year, among the "good old boys" finally noticed they referred
to how women could very easily administer their very own abortions aware of some thin plastic tubing and
a suction pump." These ladies are among the countless unsung heroes. IUDs have already been redesigned,
because the book's publication in the first 1990s, and there are only two on the market today.Betty A.
Dodson,Artist, Author, and PhD Sexologist Worth every penny From the amazing illustrations by then-artist,
now-nurse Suzann Gage of everything vital that you find out about women's bodies and reproductive
health--from cervical and breast self exams and the result areas of various forms of contraceptive, to an
"inner view of a woman's breasts" that shows how "milk secretion [is] like a shower head" (wish I'd seen
that before I breast-fed!), a wonderful vulva/hymen/cervix photo gallery, and radical redefinitions of the
biology of the clitoris--this is a fantastic book for just about any girl or girl who wants to understand how
her body works. They are both 99% effective. -- not just skinny white ladies. The book ought to be up to

date and reissued, but until after that, buy the original publishing--it's worthy of the cost.
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